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A solution to
Dynamic Inventory Workflow for major and
mid-scale enterprise Production house.

Heal Process Woes with
Dynamic Production line
configuration and execution
with inventory management

Client receives tons of cartridges and other
carbon contains material from various clients
every day.
This raw material then goes from inward,
several intermediate processing, sorting and
dispatching.
There are various warehouses with different
products.
It was getting difficult to make a note that how
much material is in which stage of processing,
and what is the present state of inventory at
each warehouse.
Also, the major challenge is processing gets
change and new product variations get
introduce anytime.

Solution
Client’s engagement with AgileCube began as an urgent need to
remedy an unanticipated crisis in Inventory Management and their
users including Fork Lift Operators, inward/outward executives, and
Production Line Managers.

A Fully dynamic process setup including customization in inward/outward.

Process Execution

Barcode Scanning along with App for Barcode Guns.

Stillage Configuration based on Quantity and Weight.

Accessible from Anywhere interface with Web, desktop and iPad.

Many useful reports to track inventory, inwards, outwards, processes, stillage
usage etc.
System defines alerts like Storage threshold alerts (weight and quantity) is
executed based on limit.
Supplier and recipients can be managed with their contact details and grouped by
custom types.
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Production Line with LIVE
status of INVENTORY at
each warehouse along with
Various Alerts & Email
Notification.
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